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.Abstract. This paper considers conditions under which a context-free language is regular and 
conditicbns which imposed on (productions of) a rewriting system generating a context-free 
language will guarantee that the generated language is regular. In particular: 
I 11 necessary and sufficient conditions on productions of a unitary grammar are given that 
guarantee the generated language to be regular (a unitary grammar is a semi-Thue system in 
which the left-hand of each production is the empty word), and 
12) it is proved that commutativity of a linear language implies its regularity. 
To obtain the former result, we give a generalization of the Myhill-Nerode characterization 
01 the regular lanquqes in terms of well-quasi order\. along with a generalization of Higman’4 c 
\iell-qua\~ cvdcr rc\ult concerning the \ubquencc txntwdding relation cw 2‘*. In obtaining tlw 
latter results. we introduce the class of periodic languages. and demonstrate how they can bc 
uwd tr\ characterize the commutittl\e rt‘gu_lar language>. Here we also utilize the theory of 
\\Cl:-CjUitSi order\. 
1. Introduction 
The most extensively investigated language classes within formal language theory 
arc und(~ubtedljz the clan of regular languages (L( REG)) and the more general 
class of context-free languages (L(CF)) (see, e.g., [14] and [24]). In order to 
understand the strict inclusion between these language classes (that is, to understand 
the difcrencc between ‘context-freeness’ and ‘regularity’) one can proceed in (at 
least I two different ways: 
( 1) Investigate conditions under which a context-free grammar, or any other 
type of a grammar generating context-free languages, generates a regular language: 
‘right-linearitv’ and ‘non-self-embedding’ of context-free Frammars ;irt’ classic 
examples of conditions of this type !see, e.g., [ 141 and [23]). 
* This research was supported by NSF Grant MSC 7943838. 
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(2) Investigate conditions which imposed on (the interrelationship of words in) 
a context-free language will guarantee that the language is regular. 
Several conditions of this latter kind are known (see, e.g., [Z?] and [3]), although 
it seems that this line of research as yielded fewer results than the former. 
In this paper we present results of both types. That is, we present (in Section 4) 
a condition which imposed on certain types of grammars will imply that the 
generated languages are regular and we present (in Section 6) a condition which 
imposed on the interrelationship of words in a special type of a context-free language 
will guarantee that the language is regular. Underlying both of these results are 
specific instances (given in Sections 3 and 5) of the application of the theory of 
well-quasi orders (see, e.g., [ 171) to the study of regularity in language theory. This 
unifying technical theme is discussed in more detail in Section 7. 
At this point, let us discuss the precise nature of our results in more detail, 
beginning with those of the first type. 
In one of the earliest papers in the area of formal language theory, Thuc 1251 
defines and investigates the power of a simple class of rewriting systems (grammars) 
now known as Thue systems. In a Thue system, the rewriting operation is always 
taken to be a symmetric operation, that is, if it is specified that a word 14 may he 
rewritten by a word v, then it is understood that u may be rewritten by If as well. 
Later, Post [‘- ‘1 L~5 investigated a more general type of rewriting system known as a 
smi- 1 hue system. 
Formally, we have the following. 
Definition. A semi-Thue system (over the alphabet X:) is a finite set of pairs of 
words T L= {(u 1, v J, . . . ; (uk, ck)) where lli, t’, E 2‘* for 1 G i s k. For s, v E E* we say 
that x directly derives y (irl T) if x =S~MS~ and y =sIcs2 where s~,.QE~” and 
(II, t!> E T. In this cast we write s =+Y. *~dcnotes the reflexive, transitive closure 
of the relation %G+; if s *f. y, then we say that s dericcs y (in T). 
From our perspective, a Thuc system is a special type of semi-Thue system in 
which it is required that (~1, U) E T whenever (14, U)E T. When the condition of 
symmetry is imposed, the relation =$. becomes an equivalence relation on the 
monoid L’. F ’ In the general case, however, WC can only say that this derivation 
relation is retlexive and transitive. A relation of this type is called a quasi order. It 
is clear that the notion of a quasi order generalizes the notion of a partial order 
! by not demanding anti-symmetry) as well as the notion of an equivalence relation 
(ty n(J,!. demanding symmetry). A quasi order does not necessarily partition z” into 
disjoint classes, but it dotts induce a structuru on z’* in the following sense. 
Definition. For any quasi order ‘-1 on a set ,4 and any subset B of A, the rrt)\\*& 
clumrc of E: (with respect to 5: ) is given by cl. (B) = {A- E A : y <x’ for some .\’ E B}. 
R is 5.: -&sled (m simply &wr~) if cl..(B) -= B (i.e., if .Y E B and .Y 6 y implies that 
V&V. i 
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It is clear that the notion of a s -closed set generalizes the notion of an equivalence 
class in that for any equivalence relation = on a set A, the equivalence class of 
an element x of A is cl,(x). 
We will be primarily concerned with a special kind of semi-Thue system which 
induces a partial order on the monoid C*. Here we borrow some of the terminology 
from the theory of (full) Thue systems (see e.g. [6]). 
Definition. Given a finite set I c 27, the semi-Thue system induced by 1 is defined 
by S(I) = {(A, w): w E I), where A is the null word. A semi-Thue system T is unitary 
if T = S(I) for some finite I c C ‘. 
For brevity, we will let S; denote the quasi order & f ). 
We can think about the derivation relation ~1 in terms of the unrestricted, 
repeated insertion of words from the set I. Thus it is apparent that for x, y EC* 
and IQ’, xs 1~ if andonly if x=al**aak and y=ulalu2a2.*‘llkakllk+1 for 
some ~a],. . ,t~kd and ul,. . . , uk + I E cl.. , ‘A). In the special case that I =x, 
cl. ,(A ) =s* and this relation reduces to the subsequence embedding relation on 
Z*, studied in [ 161 and [13]. On the other hand, if we let Dl= {a& a ~2) and 
Dz = {a& &I: a E 251 (where 2 is a ‘shadow’ alphabet in one-to-one correspon- 
dence with X 1, then cl. + (A) is the restricted Dyck language with parenthesis of 
type a, a’ (see. e.g., [ 141) and cl- ,,(A 1 is the full Dyck language over the alphabet 
r i.e., the set of all words which represent A in the free group gener&ted by C, -1 
where ii represents a ’ (see e.g. [I]). Thus the class of languages of the form 
~1. , (w ) for a finite set 1’; 2’ l and a word w EC’ . in some sense constitutes a class 
of ‘generalized Dyck languages’. Cachet and Nivat [7] investigate a similar class 
of generalized Dyck languages, which they define as Ihe set of all equivalence 
classes generated by unitary (full) Thue systems which are ‘perfect’. (‘Perfect’ Thue 
systems are also called (strict) Church-Rosser Thue systems, e.g., in [6]>. Due to 
the special nature of perfect Thue systems, any equivalence class in a unitary system 
of this type can be represented as cl,, (w ) for some word w, where ~1 is 
the derivation relation of the corresponding unitary semi-Thue system. Thus our 
notion of a ‘generalized Dyck language’ includes those languages of Cachet and 
Nivat. 
Let us formalize these concepts by defining a class of grammars associated with 
the derivation relation ~1. 
Definition. A witary grammar is a triple G = (2, I, W) where C is a finite, nonempty 
alphabet, I c z’ ’ is a finite, nonempty set and w E y . I’* I is called the insertion set 
of G and H* is called the axiom of G. Thtb language of G, denoted L(G), is cl,, (~4. 
If w =A, then G is called a pure unitary grammar. A language of the form L(G) 
fbr some unitary grammar G is called a unitary language or a pure unitary language 
if G is pure. 
? 
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It is apparent ihat unitary languages are context-free; the construction of a 
context-free grammar generating the language of a given unitary grammar is 
obvious. Thus the classes of unitary languages and pure unitary languages form 
natural generalizations of the class of Dyck languages within the class of context-free 
languages. These classes are, of course, prcJperly contained within the dass of 
context -free languages, because the unitary languages are always infinite. Further- 
more, using the Chomsky-Schutzenberger representation theorem [S], any context- 
free language is the homomorphic image of the intersection of a unitary language 
with a regular set. Since the regular sets are closed under intersection and 
homomorphism, this indicates that at least some unitary languages capture part of 
the essential *non-regular’ aspects of the context-free languages. On the other hand, 
it is clear that if the insertion set I is ‘too dense’, for example, if 2 E I, then the 
unitary languages generated by I will themselves be regular sets. We will investigate 
the conditions under which a unitary grammar generates a regular language. Our 
results may be briefly outlined as follows. 
In Section 3 we give a general condition on a semi-Thue system T which enforces 
the regularity of any upward closed set with respect to +F. This is accomplished 
1,~ generalizing the Myhill-Nerode characterization of the regular sets, given in 
terms of quivalence relatic~ns of finite indcs. to the more general class of well- 
quasi orders. Relevant definitions are given in the first part of this section. Following 
this, in Section 3 we explore the specific conditions which ensure the regularity of 
unitary languages. By generalizing the theorem of Higman [IA] which shows th1 
the suhscqucnce embedding relation G_ is a well -quasi order on L’*, wt‘ art‘ ahlc 
to give necessary and sufficient conditions under which a unttnry granm:~r gkmwilcs 
a regular set. 
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2. Preliminaries 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic theory of context-free 
languages; in particular with the basic theory of regular and linear languages (see, 
e.g., [2&j). We use mostly standard language theoretic terminology and notation. 
Perhaps the following points require an additional explanation. 
We use RA to denote the set of nonnegative integers and tV’ to denote the set of 
positive integers. For II E h’ , 3~” denotes the n -fold Cartesian product of %k If L’ E PV, 
then, for I c is n, t*(i) denoies the ith component of C. If cl, VIE !%‘I, then L’~ 5 L’: 
if and only if t‘ ,(i ) s c,,(i) for each 1 5 i s it. 
For a finite set Z, #Z denotes its cardinaiity. For sets &, 25, & -& denotes 
the set-theoretic difference of Z, and Z?. 
For a word II*, crlt~lr~r~) denotes the set of all letters that occur in IV and Irr*I 
denotes the length of K. For a letter LI and a word IV, #(, ’ VI ) denotes the number 
of occurrences of 4 in IV. For 2‘ == {do I, . . . . Q}. II/ : L* + ‘4” is the mapping defined 
by V(M* \ = I #,,,( w ). . . . , * ,,,, t IV 1) fol all 11’ E2*; V is referred to as the Pnrikh 
rmqqh,q and ‘c’t w \ as the Parikh wctor of 1~. For K c J’*, V M ) = U,, , K Ic/ ( IS ). 
3. A generalization of the Myhill-Nerode characterizatiorl of the regular sets 
The importance of certain cquivalencc relations of finite index in the theory of 
regular sets was first observed by Myhill [ZO] and Nerode 1221. 
In the terminology introduced in Section 1, this result states that a set S is re;;,ul:lr 
if and only If S is =-closed under some monotone equivalence relation = of tini;:e 
indcs. Our goal is tc, investigate the regularity of sets which are closed under :A’ 
derivation relations of semi-Thuc systems. These are monotone relations, but in 
gttncral they are only quasi orde:.s, and not full equivalence relations. Thus, to 
investigate the regularity of sets generated by such relations, we would like to find 
home generalization of the equivalence relations of finite index in the class of quasi 
orders. This is the class of wll-ytrasi orders (d, e.~.. [ 171). In his seminal paper. 
HiSman [I h] gives the follo\ving definitions and pro~*cs them to bc equivalent. 
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Definition. Given a set A and a quasi order s on A, then s is a well-quasi order 
on A if and only if any of the following hold: 
(i) < is well founded on A (i.e., there exist no infinite descending sequences 
a, _a* 2 a7 l l such that a$a,+, for any i) and each se? of pairwise incomparable 
elements in A is finite, 
(ii) for each infinite sequence (xi} of elements in A, there exist i <j such that 
Xi S Xj, 
(iii) each infinite sequence of elements in A contains an infinite ascending 
subsequence, 
(iv) A has the ‘finite basis property’, i.e., for each set C SA there exists a finite 
& c C such that for every c E C there exists a b E & such that b SC, and 
(v) every sequence of ~-closed subsets of A which is strictly ascending under 
inclusion is finite. 
From the above definition (i, it is obvious that the class of equivalence reIations 
of finite index is exactly the class of symmetric well-quasi orders. Thus the class of 
congruences of finite index is exactly the class of symmetric monotone well-quasi 
orders, We generalize the Myhill-Nerode characterization to show that a set is 
regular if any only if it is upward closed with respect to some arbitrary monotone 
well-quasi order. Our proof mirrors the basic technique ;Ised in [S] to show that 
sets closed under the subsequence embedding relation are regular. It is derived 
from the fGl!owing alternate characterization of the regular sets, usually attributed 
to Nerode (see. e.g., [ 14)‘. 
Definition. Given f_ G Z* i& I”, tc I I (w I -1 (s : ws E L). The equivalence relation 
_zI on JY* is defined by x =I y If VL( only if F, (s ) -I- Fr Q \. The cquivalencc classes 
induced by =I are called the ri,q’lt; :L 1 cmht equivalence classes of L. 
Proof. Since the ‘only if’ part follows from Proposition 3.1, it sutfccs to show that 
for any monotone well-quasi order 5 on ,V* each *<-closed set S in ,V* is regular. 
lxt us :issumc to the contrary that WC are pivcn a monotone well-quasi ordc r ~1. 
on S” and a “--cIC)sed set S c_ z‘* which is not regular. Since S is not regular the 
numhcr of distinct right invariant ~quivalcnce classes under ss must kinfinite by 
Proposition 3.2. Hence wc can find an infinite sequence {\\+} of words in C* such 
that W, fs :v. for i f j, Since < is a well-quasi order, there exists an infinite sub- 
sequence elf {w,} which is ascending with respect to 5, using the above definition 
(iii). Iicncc, we may assume that {w,} itself is chosen as an ascending seque*lce. 
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Since c is monotone and (wi) is ascending, for any x E 2* and i <j, wix 5 w+ 
Hence since S is <-closed, WiX E S implies that we ES. Thus the sequence {&(w;)} 
is ascending with respect to inclusion. Further, since wi fswj for i # j, {&(wi)) is 
strictly ascending. Now, by the same reasoning as above, for any i and any x 5 y, 
if rrtq ES, then H’iy ES. Hence, each &(wi) is s-closed. Thus (&(wi)} forms an 
infinite strictly ascending sequence of <:-closed sets, contradicting the fact that s 
is a well-quasi order, using the above definition (v). We conclude that every s-closed 
set S is regular. 
Corollary 3.4. R.w arty semi- The system T over arr alphabet C, if 3: is a well-quasi 
order 011 E*. theu cl+(S) is rkgltlar for every S c E*. 
Proof. Since +F is monotone for any semi-Thue system T, this follows directly 
from the above theorem. p3 
4. A characterization of regularity in unitary grammars 
It is clear from Corollary 3.4 that a unitary grammar G = (2, I, WY) wili generate 
a regular set whenever <-_r is a well-quasi order on C*. Under what conditions does 
this occur? It has been known for some time that in the spe5al case that I =C, + 
defines a well-quasi order on E* This result was given in [ 161. Conway [8] gives . 
a very elegant proof of the result using a technique originally due to Nash-Williabcis 
c 11 2 . 
To be definite, let us suppose that ,V = {n, 6). It is not hard to extend Conway’s 
method to show that if I = (au, ab, ba, hb), then + is a well-quasi order on C*. In 
fact we can show that this is the case when I = Ek for any k 2 1. The case 
I = (aa, c?b, 66) is somewhat more difficult to handle. (It also generates a well-quasi 
order.) On the other hand, it is clear that if I = {ua, bb}, then ~1 will not be a 
well-quasi order on X* because all of the words in (ab)’ are pairwise incomparable 
with respect to s=cl (see part (i) of the definition of a well-quasi order in Section 3). 
This is because none of these words contains a subword which is in I, and thus no 
word in this set can be derived from any other word by any nonempty sequence 
of insertions from 1. Let us generalize this example as follows. 
Definition. A set I c 2 ’ is sldbrcpora’ avoidable in C* if and only if there exists an 
infinite subset S of 2’” such that no w E S has a subword which is in I. Otherwise, 
I is subword urtavoidablc in y . x-* If I is subword unavoidable in Z*, the smallest 
k,,~ % such that all words longer than k. have a subword in I is called the subword 
moidmcc borrnd for I. 
By the above reasoning it is obvious that for sr to be a well-quasi order on E*, 
it is necessary that I be subword unavoidable in E*, because otherwise we can find 
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an infinite subset of C* whose elements are all pairwise incomparable. We demon- 
strate that this condition is in fact both necessary and sufficient. We begin by giving 
a few basic facts about well-quasi orders. Our first two propositions are immediate 
consequences of Higman’s definitions, given in the previous section. 
Proposition 4.1. If s 1 is a well-quasi order on the set S and 6, is an extension of 
-Z I which is also a qlfasi order, then ~2 is a well-quasi order on S. 
Definition. Given sets S1 and S2 and relations RI and Rz on S1 and Sz respectively, 
the relation R, X R2 on S, X & is delined by (a, b) R I X R2 ( C, d) if and only if Q RI c 
;rnd b R,d. 
Proposition 4.2. Givcrr sets S I, Sz and well-qlfasi orders s 1 artd 6, 011 S1 arrd Sz 
respectively, the transitive closnre of s 1 w + is a well-qlfasi order 011 S1 v Sz artd 
.-/ “1 I\ v c: I is 11 well-quasi order on S1 x Sz. 
One of the earliest results of the theory of well-quasi orders is the following, 
apparently discovered independently by Higman, Neumann and Erdijs and Rado 
around 1950 (see note at the end of [ 111). 
Definition. For any set S, S’.” is the set of finite sequences of elements of S. Given 
a set S and a quasi order < on S, the or&ring 8 on S’-“’ is defined by 
(Sl,. . , , s&“(t*, . . . , tJ if and only if there exists a subsequence (t,,, . . . , I,,) of 
01, * * - , t,) such that s, T.-- z,, for 1 5, j 5 k. 
Proof. SW [ 191 for ;1 ixry short proof of this result. IILl 
From these fundamental results concerning well-quasi orders in general, we can 
derive a few basic results concerning the special case of monotone well-quasi orders 
on subsets of 2‘*. 
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Proof, Let {fl,,, l ‘ l ui.&,} be an infinite sequence of words in S* where Ui.,l E S for 
all i and all n, 1 s n s ki. Since G is a well-quasi order on S, sE is a well-quasi 
order on S’” by Proposition 4.3. Thus we can find i, j such that i <j and 
(l(,.I, l l l 9 14i.k,)sE (llj.19 . . . , u,.k,). Hence there exists a subsequence (Uj,,,, . . . , uj,lk ) 
Of (lli,[v l * l 9 Mi,k,) such that l1i.n s L/,,/, for 1 s n s ki. Since A c x for all x E S, this 
implies that u,,] l l l u,,k, s Idi. l l l II,,&, by monotonicity. Hence s is a well-quasi 
order on S”. El 
Note that since the subsequence mbedding relation sr is monotone and, for 
all ti E E, A 6: CL the Higman result cited above can easily be derived from the above 
lemma. The heart of the argument used in the general case follows in the next two 
lemmas. 
Definition. For each finite I z Z’ let 
Proof. ad (i). This is obvious. 
ad (ii). Here we use induction on 11. If II = 0, we need only consider the case 
II = A and the statement follows from the fact that lo = I*:. Now let us assume that 
the statement holds for some II 20. If UC E I,, + 1, then UC = ~‘~alrr*~a~ * - - w~a~w~ I 
whererrs,&for lsiik+l andnl**.akEJ*.Hence,forsomei, lG&+l, 
If = It’ 1 n 1 * ’ - ‘w, 1 (I, 1 w ; and I* = II+I, . - - wknkwh + 1 where w :, w ‘,’ E Z* and 
rr*;,v; = ~a*~. For any IV E I, IV&+ I,, +] by part (i). Thus if i = 1, then IIWC E I,,+l 
because Q 1 IQ l ’ l 6fklt’k + 1 E I,, + 1 and 1 ,a + 1 is closed under concatenation. On the other 
?Iand. it is apparent that if i 3 1 and II has at most n + 1 letters, 1~; has at most IZ 
letters. Thus by the inductive hypothesis, for any w E I, w~arlt(k I,,. But this implies 
that U\I’P E I,,LJ i l 9 - &~k~~~, and thus uw E & + I. Thus the statement holds for IZ + 1 
and the result follows by induction. 
ad (iii). Again WC use induction on tl. We will need to induct on the stronger 
assertion that for every II, 5 t is a well-quasi order on I,, and A C~PV for every KY E Z,,. 
First note that A 5 trl* for all 1%’ E I and, since I is a finite set, + is a well-quasi 
order on I. Thus by Lemma 4.5, St is a well-quasi order on I ‘. Obviously A =+ct7 
for every \i’ E I”, thus the assertion holds for the case rz = 0. Let us suppose this 
assertion holds for some )I :z 0. Using Lemma 4.4 we have that GI is a well-quasi 
order on I,,n I . l l I,,n,I,, for any CI 1 9 l - a, EC*. Furthermore, if a 1 - * * ai E I L, (A 1, 
then, for any \t* E In0 l - - l I,zL~,I,,. A COW. Also, since I is finite, $1 is a well-quasi 
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order on S = Urr,...a,E~u&~a~ l l 9 Inail, using Proposition 4.2. Hence, by Lemma 
4.5 , sr is a well-quasi order on S*. Furthermore, As x for all x E S*. Since S” = I,, + 1, 
we have shown that the assertion holds for n + 1. The result follows by induction. Ll 
Definition. Given a finite set I c Ct , for each n E N, let R ;I”) = 
U a,.....akeP,k=n &a J&a2 ’ l ’ Inakhle 
Lemma 4.7. For any finite I c C ‘, 
(i) sf is a well-quasi order on R (I,, ) for all n, 
(ii) (R (I,, )} is an ascending sequence of sets s74ch that X* = UFI 1 R (I,, ), and 
(iii) if I is subword unavoidable in 2 and k,, is the subword auoidance bound 
for I, then C* = R&J. 
Proof. ad (i). This follows from Lemma 4.6(iii) (using Lemma 4.4 and Proposition 
4.2 as above). 
ad (ii). This is obvious. 
ad (iii). Assume to the contrary that c* - R (Ik,,) St (d. Let x be among the shortest 
words in c* - R(&,,). Since R&,) contains all words of length k. or less, x must 
be longer than k,, letters. Since k,, is the subword avoidance bound ior I, we can 
find among the first ko+ 1 letters of x a subword in I. Thus x = NW where bv E I 
and u has k,) or fewer letters. Since s was of minimal length, UC E R(II,,,). Hence 
14t‘ = wlal - . - wkakwk + 1 where a, E 2 for 1 S i S k and \I’, E &,, for 1 d i < k + 1. Find 
i such that u = w r~~ I - - . w :, L‘ _- \t’ :)&. . . . wkt7kwh + 1 and w :w’,’ = IV,. Since 1~ 1 s k,,, 
/w: 1 s ii,). Thus. by Lemma 4.6(ii), u$v~*‘,‘E Zk,,. Hence s E R&J, contrary to 
hypothesis. n 
Proof. If I is not subword unavoidable in 2? then WC can find an infinite set of , 
words in Z*, none of which contains a subword which is in I. It is obvious then 
that none of these words can be properly derived from any other word by insertions 
of words from I and thus all these words are pairwise incomparable with respect 
to <- I. It follows from definition (i) of Section 3 that 5L;I is not a well-quasi or&r 
on z‘*. On the other hand. if I is subword unavoidable in C*, then I has some 
~LJhOJd iJVoidi~llCC hWIld k,, iJnd til~ls. \7y l.Xmma 4.7(i) ;md (iii), = 1 is it well-qllssi 
4 tr ckr on K( IA,,) and K( 1J = 2’? [_‘I 
From the generalized Myhill-Ntxodc and Higman theorems, it is clear that the 
subword unavoidability of I is a sufticient condition to ensure that the language 
generated by any unitary grammar with insertion set I will be regular. Let us show 
that this is a necessary condition as well. We will use the following elementary fact 
ronccrning regular sets. 
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Definition. Given a language L c JT*, a suffix bound for L is a number B E PJ t uch 
that for all x E 9, if xy E L for some y E X”, then xy’ E L for some y’ EC* wlrere 
ly’ls B. 
Proposition 4.9. For any L c Ir*, if L is regular, then L has a sufix bound. 
Proof. From each right invariant equivalence class [xl=, such that F,.(x) # fl, chcfose 
a word w E Fl_( x). Let T be the set of words chosen. Let B = max,,; -I.{I WI}. Since T 
is finite by Proposition 3.2, B is finite. Obviously B has the required properties. 
q 
Definition. Given a finite alphabet A, I c ,,,,” A* if and only if I c A* and I g C* for 
any 1 properly contained in 4. I C,in A + denotes the fact that I Emind * and A & I. 
Definition. For any L c ;J*, L is prefix complete for X c d if and only if for every 
HX r’* there exist s c J* such that wx E A!_. 
Lemma 4.10. For any finite CGA, I CminE+ and w EA*, if S I= L((A, I, w>J is 
regdar, th S is prefix complete for E. 
Proof. Clearly, it sufkes to show that for each a E c, there exists an x E X* such that 
ax E 1. Let us ac,sume to the contrary that there exists an a E 2 such that axg I for 
any -YE,V*. Let r,,(x)=#Jx)/(xJ for any SEA+. Let M=max,,I{r,,(tr)}. Since 
js mm- v*. M > 0. Using M we c‘tn obtain an upper bound on I;,(x) for x E S. In 
the worst case we havi w - a’ for some k 3 0, which implies that r(,( x) s (M( Ix.1 - 
k)+k)/l. 1 f Y or any x E S. Since (M( Ixl- k) + k)/laf = A4 + k/lx[, this yields 
r,, (s ) s M + k/lx 1 (1) 
for any x E S. 
Since I is finite, it is apparent that r&J = A4 for some U()E I. Find h EC -{a} 
and z EL* such that c’() = 6~. Since r, ( co) > 0, we must have z # A. Now let 1-2 and 
111 be chosen such that m > n + k. Let x = h”t”‘r~. Since m > n + k, lbz Irn 3 
12 lm -+-n + k = 1.~1. Hence lbz Inl/lxl> 1, which implies that Mlbz [nz/lxl XV, and 
thus r& 1 = ~M~klm + k )/lxI>M + k/1x1. Th us x&S by (1). On the other hand, it 
is obvious that b “2 ” M’ ES for all II E N. It follows that for any rz, m such that 
111 b II + k, b” gsbt” which imphcs t!lat S is not regular by Proposition 3.2. The 
result follows. LJ 
Definition, For any finite, nonempty I c X*, let I, = max,, [(Iv I). 
Lemma 4.11. For any finite. nonempty 1 EC’ arid w E Z*, if ut’ ES =Lf(Z 1, ~7)) 
crrui lu I > (I, - 1 ,Iv I + IN’ 1, then M has a subword in 1. 
Proof. We use induction on Ivl. If It) I = 0, then II E S and lu I > lwl, hence u has a 
subword in I. Now assume that the statement holds whenever Iv1 s n. Given uu E S 
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suchthatI~11>(II-l)ltll+lwlandIL’I =rt+l,findxyeSandzeIsuchthatxzy=lcr. 
(This is possible because IZW I > IN+) If 14 is not a proper prefix of SZ, then obviously 
14 has a subword in I. If 11 is a proper prefix of xz but not of x, then 1~1 d Ic( -- 1 
and 114 ] s Is I + I, -- 1. Hence (A-! + I, -- 1 > (I, - 1 )IL~I +IW 1, which implies that lx I> 
(I, --I)(]+-l)+lrvl, which implies that &+I - 1)1~I+l~I. Thus since I+rr, by 
the inductive hypothesis, x has a subword in I. Since x is a prefix of II, this implies 
that 14 has a subword in I. Finally, if II is a proper prefix of X, then find X’EZ * 
sucli that x’ = I& Then 
Hence 14 has a subword in I by the inductive hypothesis. Thus the statement holds 
if ic! = 11 + 1. The result i’ollows by induction. Cl 
5 Well-quasi orders and periodic languages L . 
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In order to obtain this result, we need to develop a few fundamental tools for 
the investigation of regularity in commutative languages. These tools arise from 
the investigation of the properties of the class of periodic languages, which we will 
define shortly. Again, it is the theory of well-quasi orders that is applied to derive 
the fundamental properties of periodic languages used in our regularity results. 
To simplify the notation, here and in the following section, we adopt the following 
convention: 
We begin by formally defining the commutative languages. 
Definition. (i 1. Let II* E - . I-* The corttrtttr~a~ice closrrre o.f’ w, denoted couz ( w ), is 
defined by cottt [ w ) = {A- E 2 * : Vf (s ) = W ( MS )). 
tii) A language K is corrtrtttrtcrtice if cant (w I 5 K for each bt* E K. 
(iii, Let X G \I ( f E* 1. The lanlptrage of X, denoted L(X ), is defined by L(X ) = 
i WEE*: PlwkY}. 
The following result is a direct consequence of the above definition. 
We turn now to the definition of the periodic languages. 
Definition. Let p = L)(~, P l. . . . , cd be a sequence of vectors from N”. We say that p 
is a /XZSC if and only if ci(j I = 0 for all i, j 3 I such that i f j. We use fir.srr p) to 
denote L‘(). The p-set, denoted O( p ), is defined by 
O( Q 1 = (r c NJ”: L‘ = ctl + 1,~~ + q - l + l,,~ for some II, . . . , Iti E N}. 
Note that the p-set is a linear set (see, e.g., 1241). It is easy to see that each base 
is unique in the following sense. 
Definition. Let .V c_ V ( z“‘). We say that A’ is periodic if and only if there exists a 
base p such that X = O( p ). 
In view of Lemma 5.+ 3 for each periodic X E P(Z*) there exists a unique base 
p such that X = O(p) In this case we say that p is the base of X ad we write 
p = hse~ .Y L 
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Definition. A language K is perk& if and only if K is commutative and P(K) 
is periodic. If K is periodic, then the base of P(K) is referred to as the base of K, 
denoted base(K). 
We have the following basic result for periodic languages. 
Lemma 5.3. Every periodic language is regular. 
Proof. Let K be a periodic language and let base(K) = uo, 01, . . . , ud. Clearly a 
word w E C* is in K if and only if, for every i G { 1, . . . , d}, 
#k-,,(w) 2 oo(i) and 4+,,,(w) = u(b(i)(nzod ci(i)). (2) 
Here we follow the convention that n(mod 0) = n for any n E FU 
Consequently K = KI n - l - n & where K, = {W E X*: (2) holds} for 1 s i s d. It 
is easily seen that each Ki, 1 s i s d, is regular and so K is regular. Cl 
Two parameters of periodic languages, type and size, form a useful technical tool. 
Definition. Let K be a periodic language where Anse (K ) = co, ~1 , . . . , t~,~. 
(i 1 The type of K, denoted type (K 1, is the pair of vectors (U 1, IQ) from W’ defined 
as follows: 
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It turns out that well-quasi orders are naturally associated with certain families 
of periodic languages. 
Definition. A family 9 of periodic languages i  bounded if there exists a q E N such 
that size (K ) G q for all K E 9. 
Theorem 5.5. The containment relation 2 is a well-quasi order on any bouvrded 
family of periodic languages. 
Proof. It is obvious that 2 is a quasi order on any family of languages 9. Now 
assume that 9 is bounded family of periodic languages. Let {Si} be an infinite 
sequence of languages (possibly with repetitions) from 9. Since 9 is bounded, 
there exist only finitely many types for languages in 9 and thus we can find an 
infinite subsequence { Ti) of {Si} such that type (Ti) = type (Tj) for any i, j E IQ. Further- 
more, within {T,} we can easily find an infinite subsequence {Vi} such that 
fiN (base (Ui )) S first (base (l/j)) for any i ~j. This is accomplished by first finding 
an infinite subsequence of {T,) in which the first components of the first vectors 
are increasing, and then choosing from this sequence one in which the second 
components are increasing and so on. By Lemma q.4, for any i sj we have Ui 2 Ui. 
Since {S,} was chosen as an arbitrary sequence, 2 is a well-quasi order on 9 (see 
definition (iii) of a well-quasi order in Section 3). El 
The above theorem immediately ields a type of ‘compactness’ result for sets 
covered by bounded families of periodic languages. 
Corollary 5.6. Let 5 be any bounded family of periodic languages. Then there exists 
a finite Y c 9 such that UK E s K = UK E lp K. 
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 5.5 (see definition (iv) of well-quasi 
order in Section 3). rl 
Since any finite set of periodic languages is a bounded family, the following result 
generalizes our previous regularity result for periodic languages (Lemma 5.3). 
Corollary 5.7. For arry bounded family of periodic languages 9, US is regular. 
Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 5.6 and Lemma 5.3 (because the union 
of any finite set of regular languages is regular). 0 
6. Commutative linear languages 
In this section we prove that each commutative linear language is regular. This 
is accomplished by providing a representation of commutative linear languages in 
terms of periodic languages. 
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Lemma 6.1. For any commutative linear language K, there exists a q E N’ such that 
for every M’ E K there exists a periodic language L, c K where w E L, artd size (L, ) s q. 
koof. Let K be a commutative linear language and let G = (f&S, P, S) be a linear 
grammar generating K where K2 is its total alphabet, C its terminal alphabet, P its 
set of productions and S its axiom. Clearly we can assume that each production 
af G is in one of the following three forms: 
A +Ba, A -,aB and A + a where A, B are nonterminals (A, B ~f2 -S) and a 
is a terminal (a EC). 
Let m = #6?. We define the sequence {qi}ial of positive integers as follows: 
ql=tn+l andqi+,=(ql+-*.*+qi+l)(m+l)forial. 
Then we set 4 = 2q,,,. 
Let u E K. Let p = V(), v 1, . . . , LQ be the base defined as follows: 
V() = P(w), if 1 s i G d is such that vo(i) s q, then tli(i) = 0. 
If, for every i E (1, . . . , d}, vr,(i) <q, then all components of p are defined and 
we are done. Otherwise we proceed as follcws. 
Let {h,, . . . , 6,) be all the letters from aiph(w ) such that #@‘)>y for 1 si CS. 
Now let it*’ 3 6: . m l /J~~~~/J~~ - l l b;(l where 11 is a fixed word such that 
h;‘! . . . h’,‘\Ir/ff\ . . . h;‘l E corzr( w). Since y = &I,,,. M” is well dcfned. For 1 s i s s WC‘ 
refer to the leftmost occurrence of b:‘t in w’ as the left i-block and the rightmost 
occurrence as the right i-block; the kft i-block together with fhc right i-block form 
the i-block of w’. 
Consider a derivation tree D of w’ in G; the path of D originating in its root 
and eading on a leaf of D such that the direct ancestor of the last node (the leaf) 
has one descendant only is called the spinv of D and denoted T. A sequence of 
consecutive nodes of 7 is called a sc,r(mwt (of T). The label of a node (3 of T is 
dCnotcd by I(c). If p = 41 . * l eLek , , is a scgmcnt of T such that k 3 I. e,, . . . . eA , I 
al-e rwdcs of 7, I(u, ) = I( CL , 1) imd I( 4,) f I( e,) for 2 5 j - k, t hell p is called a repeat 
(of 7); C’, ’ ’ - eh is the f’ront of p (denoted _/k~rlt( p )). TIN cwr~trilwtior~ of R segment 
p of T are the occurrences in IV’ which are ‘derived‘ from no&s of p (in other 
words those occurrences in IV which have ancestors among the nodes of p 1. 
The following technical result is very crucial to our proof of Lemma A. 1. 
Prwf of Claim 6.2. The proof goes by induction on i, I -;: i 5 s. Let i = 1. 
C‘onsider the segment of T consisting of its tirst (r~r -t 1 ) nodes. Since ~11 =~1 + 1, 
it is char that this segment contributes only tc> the tirst block of IV’. On the other 
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hand, the length of this segment is (nz + 1) and so it must contain a repeat. Hence 
the claim holds for i = 1. 
Assume that the claim holds up to the (i - 1 )-block of w ’ where 2 s i G S. We 
will demonstrate now that it holds for the i-block of w ‘. 
Let U be the rightmost occurrence of 6-1 in the left (i - l)- block in w’ and let 
7’ be the leftmost occurrence of bi 1 in the right (i - 1 )-block of w’. Let OU be the 
ancestor of U on I and let Or be the ancestor of T on 7. 
Thus we have the situation diagramed in Fig. 6.1. (We have assumed that 0” is 
closer to the root than Or; clearly we can assume this without loss of generality.) 
Clearly all nodes above 0 ti contribute either to the left of U or to the right of 
T. Now let Q,, . . . , QI be aN the nodes strictly between OtJ and Or such that they 
contribute to the right of T. 
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Now let tl,. . . , zl, z[+~ be segments of T defined as follows: 
z 1 consists of all the nodes strictly between 0” and QI, 
22 consists of all the nodes strictly between Q1 and 02, 
. 
zr consists of all the nodes strictly between QI 1 and QI, 
z1 + I consists of all the nodes strictly between 0, andOT. 
We now consider two cases. 
Case 1. At least one of the segments t 1, . . . , tl consists of more than m nodes. 
Let i. be the smallest index j such that z, consists of more than m nodes. In z,,, 
we consider the segment y consisting of the first ~lt + 1 nodes. Clearly, this segment 
contains a repeat, say p. Note that all the nodes from zl, 22,. . . , Zi,, 1, y contribute 
to the right of U (but to the left of T). The number of occurrences contributed to 
w’ by all the nodes from z l, . . - ’ 9 &I() I, y is not greater than (I + 1 )(nl + 1) and SO 
by (3) it is not greater than &I+ * 9 . +ql_l + l)(r~l + 1). Since the length of the left 
and the’ right i-block equals qi, this means that all occurrences contributed by nodes 
from z l, . . . , z,,, 1, y are within the i-block. Thus in this case the claim holds for 
the ith block. 
Caw 2. Each of the segments zl,. . . , q + l consists of no more than ~1 nodes. 
Clearly in this case the number of occurrences contributed to 1~’ by all the nodes 
fromrl,..., zI + I does not exceed (1 + 1 )UZ and (because the length of the left and 
right i-block is 41) all of these occurrences are within the i-block. Moreover, from 
I 3) and from the definition of (I~ it follows that if we consider the segment p of T 
consisting of (HZ + 1) nodes immediately following O1; then all the nodes from p 
will contribute to the i-block of ~1’. But p must contain a repeat and so also in this 
case the claim holds for the ith block. 
Hence WC have completed the induction and the claim holds. 5 
Proof of Lemma 6.1 (conrirr~c&. Now that the claim is proved we complete the 
definition of /I as follows. 
For each &(l,. . . , s} let k (11,) be th .ength of the front of the repeat p on 7 
which satisfies the statement of Claim 6.2 and has the shortest length. If b, = (1, for 
1 ‘1 j 5; d, WC set c,(j) = k (h, L Thus p is now completely defined: F = c,), c 1, . . . , c,~. 
‘We set L,,, = L_@Q)). In order to show that L,,GK, it suffices to show that 
H(p)c P(K) (see LemrnaS.1). Let P&Q), hence: c =c,,+/~L*I+- l •+I~cJ where 
1 . . . v lci EN. If o,(i) # 0 for 1 s i sd, then in the derivation tree D of \v’ (from the 
i;oof of the above claim) we will ‘iterate‘ I, times a repeat of the length k(a,) 
contributing to the i-block (and we do it for each i satisfying tyl(i) f 0). In this way 
WC get the word rtV,, . . . , l,, \ such that V+‘(l,, . . . , l,i H = L’. Thus L‘ E tP(K j. 
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Consequently Q(p) c P(K) and so L,~c, K. Clearly size (t,#) =q. Finally -we 
notice that w EL,, (because wkcom(w)) and so if we set L, = I,,+, the lemma 
holds. III 
Theorem 6.3. A language is a commutative linear language if and only if it is a 
finite union of periodic languages. 
Proof. Assume that K is a finite union of periodic languages. The;!, by Lemma 
5.3, K is a commutative regular language and so a commutative linzar language. 
On the other hand, if K is a commutative linear language, then using Lemma 6.1 
we can find a bounded family 9 of periodic languages uch that K = U% Thus, 
by Corollary 5.6, K is a finite union of periodic languages. 0 
The following corollary of Theorem 6.3 gives a partial answer to a conjecture 
from [ 181. 
Corollary 6.4. If K is a commutative hear language, then K is regula;. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 6.3 and Lemma 5.3. El 
In [LIZ] Latieux conjectures that the above result holds for commutative quasi- 
rational languages (the family of quasi-rational languages is the substitution closure 
of the family of linear languages). 
Furthermore, from our results also the following theorems follows. (One should 
note here that this. theorem follows also from well-known result5 concerning. 
bounded languages.) 
Theorem 6.5. For any corrmutatiw language K, the following are equivalent: 
(i) K is regular. 
t ii, K is the rmiort of a finite set of periodic languages. 
(iii I K = w 3 for some bounded /i(tnily of’ periodic languages 3. 
Proof. From Corollary 5.6 we have that (iii) implies (ii) and from Lemma 5.3 q e 
know that (ii) implies (i). Finally, the fact that (i) implies (iii) follows from Theor, 1 
t-1.3, since any regular language is linear. !1 
7. Discussion 
In our paper we have presented some conditions enforcing regularily of context- 
free languages. Add,tional results in this direction are given in [IO]. While the 
primary fru..L, ;+c 4 the piesent investigation lie in our two main results (Theorems 
4.12 and 6.3) we hcpe that the characterizations of regularity tor commutative 
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languages (Theorem 6.5) and for languages in general (Theorem 3.3) will also prove 
useful. 
It should be noted tllat with each of the latter theorems we have two equivalent 
characterizations of regularity. The first is a simpler, ‘finitistic’ characterization (i.e., 
finite unions of periodic languages in Theorem 6.5 and unions of equivalence classes 
from congruences of finite index in the Myhill-Nerode result). The second is a 
generalized form of the first, achieved through the application of well-quasi order 
theory. (Thus we have the unions of bounded families of periodic languages in 
Theorem 6.5 and the closed sets induced by monotone well-quasi orders in the 
generalized Myhill-Nerode result.) While characterizations of the first kind are 
useful as ‘normal form’ results, the characterizations of the second kind, because 
of their greater ge lerality, 
0 
are more useful in proving specific languages to be 
regular. This is esp*:cially the case when those ‘finitistic’ aspects of the language 
which make it regular are only found deeply hidden in its structure. 
The USC of the theory of well-quasi orders in this manner brings up the question 
of effectiveness. Suppose we prove a language to be regular using a characterization 
of the second kind, i.e., using well-quasi order theory. How large is the smallest 
‘normal form’ representation of this langtiage? This is a particularly diiricult problem 
for the generalized Myhill-Nerode theorem. Let the syutncfic corqh-it! of a regular 
set tw the smallest index of any congruence which represents it as a union ok 
equivalence classes. Are there any parameters that can be given for a monotone 
well-quasi order which determine the syntactic complexity of its closed sets‘? In 
particular, what is the syntactic complexity of the pure unitary language ci. , ~4 ) 
when I is subword unavoidable, with subword avoidance bound k,,‘? At present we 
have ncr answers to these questions. 
It is also natural to ask whether these results can be used to explore the issue 
of regularity in classes other than those we have investigated. In particular, for 
what other classes of languages does requiring commutativity imply regularity’? 
Can we use Theorem 6.5 here‘? Work on this question is in progress and we hope 
to report on it soon. On the other hand, the derivation relation is a monotone 
quasi order in many of the types of grammatically defined language classes that 
htivc bec:n studied in the area of formal lanpuagc theory. Included in this category 
arc the scattered context languagp [ 121 and the lmguagts generated by various 
f~1rnIs ot mittrix gr;tnim;~rs (XC. e.g.. [Z-1),. ;Is \\Vll ;1s tllC \3rious Cli1\SCS Of litII~UiI$C~ 
gcner:ttc’d by grammars based on normal semi-Thue deri\*ations. The significance 
oi the gcneralizcd Myhill-.Ncrodc thcorom with respect to the study of regularit? 
irl these language classes has yet to be explored. 
Furthcrmorc, in applying this thcorcm, in eilch case wt‘ woulci like to know under 
what conditions the given derivation relation is a well-quasi order. Here WC would 
like to have a set of general results concerning monotone well-quasi orders on 
frwly generated monoids. Our Lemmas; 4.4 and 4.5 are only very rudimentary 
results in this direction. As a spccifk esnmple, let us consider the detivation relation 
mlplicit in the context-free languages. This relation is represented ty a semi-Thue 
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system T where (II, V)E T implies that lu I= 1. When does a system of this type 
generate a well-quasi order? Suppose we also allow 114 I= 0, i.e., u = A. kch a system 
would be called a morradic semi-Thue system (see [4]). Can we generalize the 
Higman theorem further to give a characterization monadic semi-Thue systems 
which generate well-quasi orders? Or perhaps even arbitrary semi-Thue systems? 
Finally, one can also consider some of the standard language theoretic questions 
for the class of unitary languages. One such problem, that of the emptiness of 
intersection, is solved for this class in [ 151. There it is shown that it is undecidable 
whether or not two pure unitary languages have a non-A intersection (i.e., an 
intersection other than (A}). This is shown even in the special case in which S(I) 
is Church-Rosser for cxh insertion set (see, e.g., [6]). However, another basic 
question remains open. Is it decidable whether or not two unitary languages are 
equivalent’ ? We might note here that using the techniques from [9], this can be 
construed as a subproblem of the equivalence problem for DOS languages. 
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